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ABSTRACT
Motivated by emerging memory technologies and the increasing
importance of energy and bandwidth, we study the Writeback-Aware
Caching Problem. This problem modifies the caching problem by
explicitly accounting for the cost of writing data to memory. In the
offline setting with maximum writeback cost ω > 0, we show that
the writeback-oblivious optimal policy is only (ω + 1)-competitive
for writeback-aware caching, and that writeback-aware caching is
NP-complete and Max-SNP hard. In the online setting, we present
a deterministic online replacement policy, called Writeback-Aware
Landlord and show that it obtains the optimal competitive ratio.
Finally, we perform an experimental study on real-world traces
which shows that Writeback-Aware Landlord outperforms state-ofthe-art cache replacement policies when writebacks are costly.
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INTRODUCTION

The long history of papers on caching problems [1, 3, 5–7, 18, 19,
23, 24, 26, 31–33, 37, 42, 43, 49, 50] has overlooked an increasingly
important cost in real caches: the cost of writebacks. Whenever
data that has been modified since being fetched into the cache is
evicted, it must be written back to memory. In contrast, data that
has not been updated since being fetched into the cache can simply
be discarded from the cache on eviction. Two trends in memory
systems are causing the writeback cost to become increasingly
important:
Memory Bandwidth and Energy. Compared to traditional systems, modern processors have increased number of requests inflight in the memory system. These requests provide additional
parallelism, but result in many applications becoming bandwidthlimited [36]. Moreover, the end of Dennard scaling [22] has caused
power consumption to become critical for a wide range of systems [20, 45]. The importance of these metrics has been underscored
by a significant amount of systems research [36, 44, 47].
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New Memory Technologies. Several new main memory technologies that store data in the physical state of material are being
developed [38]. Writing data into these memories requires more
time and energy than reading data, sometimes by an order of magnitude or more [29, 34, 41]. A variety of research has been done both
in the systems [2, 4, 17, 35, 40, 46, 48, 51, 52] and theory [8, 9, 11–
13, 16, 17, 28, 30, 46] communities investigating this asymmetry
and how it affects costs.
Related Work. Theoretical work on the original caching problem
is broad and detailed. The offline version, where the request sequence is known in advance, has been solved for versions with unit
size items [6, 7, 18, 37] and shown hard and approximated for versions with multiple item sizes [1, 3, 19] or similar variants [10, 14].
These offline algorithms have also been used as a baseline of comparison for online policies, which make decisions using only information from previous requests [24, 26, 43, 49, 50].
Systems research has begun to consider writebacks in caching.
Initial work has been done considering partitioning [51] or tracking
frequently written items [40, 48] to reduce total costs.
Unfortunately, theoretical work on writeback-aware caching
is limited. Farach-Colton and Liberatore [25] showed the offline
decision problem for writeback-aware caching with unit size and
unit cost for both misses and writebacks is NP-complete. Belloch
et al. [11] provided a writeback-aware online algorithm that is
3-competitive to offline optimal when given 3× the cache size.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we bridge the gap between real
caching systems and the theoretical understanding of caches. We
define and study the Writeback-Aware Caching Problem, a generalization of the caching problem to account for writeback costs. This
problem divides accesses between writes, which modify data, and
reads, which do not. Whenever an item that has been written since
its previous load is evicted, a writeback occurs with a cost based
on the evicted item. The goal is to minimize the sum of the costs
paid for loads (misses) and the cost paid for writebacks.
Our main result is an online algorithm, called Writeback-Aware
Landlord, and analysis showing that it achieves the optimal bound:
Theorem 1.1. For the Writeback-Aware Caching Problem, WritebackAware Landlord with cache size k has a competitive ratio of k/(k −
h + 1) to the optimal offline algorithm with cache size h ≤ k.
Although our algorithm competes with the offline optimal, computing that optimal is hard. We extend Farach-Colton and Liberatore’s NP-completeness proof to show NP-completeness for any
writeback costs and we show that the problem is Max-SNP hard.
We also show that FitF, the optimal writeback-oblivious algorithm, is a (ω + 1)-approximation to the writeback-aware optimal.
Finally, we perform an experimental study using real-world storage traces. Writeback-Aware Landlord outperforms state-of-the-art
online replacement policies when writebacks are expensive, reducing the total cost by 24% on average across these traces.

def WritebackAwareLandlord(Item e , bool write ) :
if e is not in cache :
while freeSpace < e . size :
# make space for the item
minRank, victim = inf , None
# find victim
for f in cache :
credit = f .wbCredit + f . loadCredit
if credit / f . size < minRank:
minRank = credit / f . size
victim = f
evict ( victim )
for f in cache :
# decrease other items ' credit
delta = f . size ∗ minRank
if delta > f .wbCredit: # decrease wb credit f i r s t
f . loadCredit −= ( delta − f .wbCredit)
f .wbCredit = 0
else :
f .wbCredit −= delta
insert (e)
# add the item to the cache
e . loadCredit = e . loadCost
# update requested item ' s credit
if write :
e .wbCredit = e .wbCost

Figure 1: Writeback-Aware Landlord pseudocode.
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AN OPTIMAL ONLINE ALGORITHM

Figure 1 gives pseudocode for Writeback-Aware Landlord. Similar
to Landlord [50], Writeback-Aware Landlord assigns credit to each
item based on its cost. Evictions remove the item whose credit to
size ratio is smallest, then decrease the credit of all other cached
items by their size times that ratio.
Unlike Landlord, Writeback-Aware Landlord associates two credits with each item, corresponding to the cost of loading the item into
the cache and writing new data back to the next level of the storage hierarchy. When decreasing credit, Writeback-Aware Landlord
decreases the writeback credit first.
Theorem 1.1 Proof Sketch. Consider a request trace and let O
and W be the items in the cache for the optimal offline policy and
Writeback-Aware Landlord. We define a potential function:
Õ
Õ
Õ

Φ = (h − 1)
dl (f ) + dw (f ) + k
Dl (f ) + k
Dw (f )
f ∈W

f ∈O

f ∈O ∗

Dl (f ) = tl (f ) − dl (f ) and Dw (f ) = tw (f ) − dw (f )
where O ∗ is the set of items in O that are dirty, d and t refer to credit
and cost, and the subscripts l and w refer to load and writeback,
respectively. We show the following:
(1) Φ is zero at the beginning of the trace.
(2) Φ is always non-negative.
(3) Each cost c paid by Writeback-Aware Landlord can be charged
to a unique decrease in Φ of at least (k − h + 1)c.
(4) Φ can only ever increase by an amount kc when the optimal
algorithm pays a cost c.
These facts show that the cost ratio of Writeback-Aware Landlord
to optimal cannot exceed k/(k − h + 1).

This matches the lower bound proven by Sleator and Tarjan [43],
showing that it is optimal in terms of worst-case analysis.
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OFFLINE COMPLEXITY RESULTS

NP-Completeness. We extend the proof of [33] to show that for
any writeback cost ω > 0, the offline problem is NP-Complete.
Max-SNP-Hardness. We show that Offline Writeback-Aware Caching
is Max-SNP-hard using a reduction from bounded 3-dimensional
matching. Our reduction shows that any approximation algorithm
for Offline Writeback-Aware Caching can be used to generate an
approximation algorithm for bounded 3-dimensional matching.
Furthest-in-the-Future. The FitF algorithm solves the writebackoblivious caching problem when all items have unit size and cost.
We show how algorithms like this are non-optimal with writebacks.
Theorem 3.1. FitF is an ω + 1 approximation for Writeback-Aware
Caching with unit sizes and load costs. This bound is tight.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To show that the theory behind Writeback-Aware Landlord holds up
well in practice, we evaluated Writeback-Aware Landlord against
the LRU and Greedy Dual Size (GDS) [15] policies on five storage
traces from Microsoft Research (MSR) [39]. These traces represent
many commonly seen workload behaviors. LRU is the simplest policy commonly used in practice. It treats all items equally, ignoring
the size and cost of items. GDS is an efficient implementation of the
original (writeback-oblivious) Landlord algorithm, which considers
item cost and size when making decisions.
Fair comparisons against prior writeback-aware policies [40, 47,
51] are not possible because these policies assume items have fixed
size, whereas in our traces item sizes vary. This would cause these
prior policies to perform poorly for reasons unrelated to writebacks.
Metrics. Since MSR trace requests do not specify cost, we consider
two accounting methods. In the fault model, each item has unit load
cost and writeback cost ω. This represents a system where communication cost is largely independent of size, i.e., latency trumps
bandwidth. In the bit model these costs are multiplied by the size of
the requested item. This models a system where communication is
charged on a per byte basis, such as bandwidth-constrained memory. We set ω = 10, which approximates the read-write asymmetry
of flash memory [27] and emerging technologies [21].
Implementation. Writeback-Aware Landlord as described in Figure 1 requires work linear in the number of cached items per eviction. We implement an equivalent version based on GDS’ improvements to Landlord that requires only logarithmic work per eviction.
Results. Writeback-Aware Landlord outperforms GDS and LRU by
a fairly uniform margin across four of the five MSR traces for cache
sizes from 16 to 512 GB. One trace (src1_0) has access patterns that
do not benefit from Writeback-Aware Landlord.
By geometric mean across traces and cache sizes, WritebackAware Landlord’s miss cost is the same as GDS (up to three significant figures), while reducing writeback cost by 36%. The result
is that the Writeback-Aware Landlord’s total cost ranges from 12–
100% of GDS and 8.7–110% of LRU, with a geometric mean cost of
76% of GDS and 59% of LRU.
We see similar results for different writeback costs, performance
metrics, and additional heuristics.
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